Operations

FABEC cross-border coordination optimises inbound
flights to Zurich Airport and reduces emissions
29 August 2017 – The German, French and Swiss air navigation service providers DFS,
DSNA and skyguide successfully completed the operational implementation of the FABEC
Extended Arrival Management (XMAN) for flights to Zurich Airport. Thanks to the improved
coordination between the four control centres of Reims, Munich, Langen and Zurich, air
traffic management in FABEC airspace has become even more efficient. It reduces holding
patterns usage, fuel consumption and CO2 emissions. This is one of a series of
implementations launched in 2015 with the objective of improving the arrival flows to the
main airports within FABEC.
Improving safety and reducing emissions
The objective of the FABEC XMAN project is to reduce holdings and vectoring for arrival
traffic at congested airports, which leads to reduced fuel burn, CO2 emissions, noise and
costs. This improvement is made possible by an enriched information exchange between
control centres managing the arrival flights. Today Zurich automatically sends arrival
planning information to the en-route control centres of Reims, Munich and Langen. Based on
this information, air traffic controllers of DFS and DSNA can better manage the arrival
streams, by reducing the speed of flights going to Zurich for example. Similarly, skyguide
receives arrival planning information from the Munich area control centre for arrivals to
Munich Airport and acts on these to support Munich controllers.
The XMAN link to Munich and Langen became operational in early March 2017. The
connection to Reims has been operational since June. Currently more than 75 percent of
Zurich arrival traffic is covered. The planning radius is approximately 160 km around Zurich
Airport and will be increased in the future. In other words, DFS, DSNA and skyguide are
improving the arrival performance by working on arrival flights much earlier than was possible
with the previous arrival management systems.
Real cross-border collaboration
FABEC area control centres (Langen, Maastricht, Munich, Reims) have already implemented
several XMANs for inbound flights to Frankfurt, Munich and London Heathrow airports. The
next implementation is scheduled for the end of 2017 and will cover the arrival flow from the
Belgium/Dutch airspace to Frankfurt Airport. Extended Arrival Management is part of the
SESAR deployment through the European Pilot Common Project regulation.

For more information please join the FABEC youtube channel.

The airspace of the six FABEC States of Belgium, France, Germany, Luxembourg,
the Netherlands and Switzerland is one of the busiest and most complex in the
world. Most major European airports, major civil airways and military training areas
are located in this area. FABEC airspace covers 1.7 million km² and handles about
5.8 million flights per year – 55% of European air traffic. The seven civil air
navigation service providers are ANA (Luxembourg), Belgocontrol (Belgium), DFS

(Germany), DSNA (France), LVNL (Netherlands), MUAC (EUROCONTROL), and
skyguide (Switzerland).
For more information please contact:
Roland Beran, FABEC: +49 171 2139896
Yves Soumer, ANA: +352 4798 21010
Dominique Dehaene, Belgocontrol: +32 2 206 2007
Nanda Geelvink, DFS: +49 6103 707 4164
François Richard-Bôle, DSNA: +33 1 5809 4815
Linda van Dort, LVNL: +31 6 53 24 22 32
Mireille Roman, MUAC: +31 43 366 1352
Vladi Barrosa, Skyguide: +41 22 417 40 08

